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Introduction 

 

St Francis and St Clare Catholic Multi Academy Company (MAC) has established a Reserves              

policy to protect its activities by providing a financial buffer against an unpredictable external              

environment, and to make sufficient provision for future cash flow requirements and capital             

procurement. The policy also provides the framework for future strategic planning and            

decision-making. The development of an effective reserves policy will help mitigate the            

impact of any risk upon the continuing operations of the Multi Academy Company. 

 

The Board of Directors is able to hold reserves to further the MAC’s charitable aims. The                

ESFA (The Education and Skills Funding Agency) previously set limits on the amount of GAG               

(General Annual Grant ) that could be carried forward from year to year, but these limits                

have now been removed. The ESFA Academies Financial Handbook does state that trusts             

should use their allocated GAG funding for the full benefit of their current pupils. If there is a                  

substantial surplus, they should have a clear plan for how it will be used to benefit the                 

pupils. 

 

Reserves Policy 

 

The Reserves policy and the establishment of ranges is based upon an annual risk              

assessment of the internal and external operating environment, as well as having a due              

regard for the nature of activities undertaken by the St Francis St Clare Catholic MAC for its                 

beneficiaries. 

 

The Board of Directors of the MAC has determined that the appropriate level of free reserves                

should be equivalent to one month’s payroll. It is judged that this will provide sufficient               

working capital to cover delays between spending and receipt of GAG income, and to provide               

a cushion to deal with unexpected emergencies such as urgent maintenance, or long term              

sickness where unforeseen costs are incurred.  

 

Management of Reserves 

 

Reserves held in excess of the target amount will be reviewed by the MAC Board on a regular                  

basis and an appropriate range of options will be considered with advice from the Chief               

Operating Officer (COO) and Business Director; these might include releasing the funds into             

the revenue budget in furtherance of the MAC's objectives, assigning funds to appropriate             

designated reserves as may be determined by the Board, or investing the funds to generate               

further income to allow expansion of the MAC’s work. 

 

Directors are mindful of the Financial Handbook requirement that GAG funding should be             

spent on current pupils, however, they are also aware of the significant volatility in the               

funding of education, and are responsible for the proper financial management of the             

Company 

 

Individual Local Governing Bodies (LGB) within the MAC are required to set a budget each               

year based on the allocated GAG, and any other grants reasonably foreseen; they also have a                

duty to ensure wherever possible that their expenditure does not exceed the income. The LGB               

and the Board will receive termly financial management information to enable close financial             

management of individual Academy budgets and the overall MAC financial position. 

 

Should an individual Academy in the MAC go into deficit (negative fund balance) at the end of                 

the year, the LGB must enter into a recovery plan with the Board that repays the deficit over                  

not more than 5 years.  

 

If any LGB has significant reserves they should have a plan for their use on the Academy’s                 



pupils.  

 

Reserves at the end of each year are generally held in support of: 

● Contribution to capital projects planned or in development 

● Financial commitments made but not yet invoiced/paid. 

● Investment in future educational initiatives 

● Cash-flow requirements 

● Contingency against unforeseen events 

 

Policy Review 

 

This policy will be actively reviewed during the year and, if needed, changes applied to reflect 

the nature of the MACs operations, beneficiaries, and operating environment. 
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